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Solution

The paper and cardboard are very
versatile and recyclable materials
apply to various uses of production
and creation
to obtain various solutions for the
application and utilization

Cardboard is a very robust and
recyclable material
can be used to create structures
that can withstand weights agents
over the entire surface of the slab,
both to create structures to be
incorporated within a single tile.
But at the same time serve as a
decorative element as well as
structural

One can also use a different form or
nature of the cardboard and paper,
that is compressed, so as to ensure
more scenarios ampii of
application.

paper is a material widely used and
recyclable

can be used both for the realization
of tiles
both as a decorative element
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How does your idea solve the problem?

lightness - resistance - customization - ease of production - ease of application - recycling

 ID: 22304. Last updated: 08.05.2012  
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Which materials are you using and why?

Paper - Newspaper - Cardboard
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Which aesthetic does your idea follow?

customization
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What is the benefit of your idea for the target group?

lightness - resistance - customization - ease of production - ease of application - recycling
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Which problem does your idea solve?

cost of production - saving of natural resources - respect for nature
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 ID: 22304. Last updated: 08.05.2012  

Creative's profile

last
Architect, Designer, Illustrator

Creative's top 5 skills

Graphic Design, Illustration, Photography, Product Design
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